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joseph smith believed that at the core of restoration theology
was temple worship 1 however he left behind few documents de-
tailing how and when the endowment was revealed to him that
many latter day saints have an interest in temples and temple cer-
emonies is evidenced by the fact that large collections of un-
published temple related documents circulate among historians
theologians and interested members even scholarly books such
as donald W parrys temples of the ancient world ritual and
symbolism and hugh nibleysbleysNi temple and cosmos enjoy surpris-
ingly brisk sales still most latter day saints remain unfamiliar with
the antecedents and historical development of modern temple cer-
emoniesemonies even revealed sacred rites we believe have a history that
can be both interesting and instructive

the mysteries of godliness attempts the first historical treat-
ment of the development of the endowment and other temple
rites the preface acknowledges the sensitivity of this theme and
promises to treat the ceremony with respect in order to en-
hance understanding of the temple for both latter day saints and
others by providing a history of the endowment vii ix yet
given exaggerated claims about the temple and its origin by some

enthusiastic apologists just who these persons are and what con-
stitutesstitutes their exaggerated claims the author does not tell us he
argues that a degree of specificity in detail is unavoidable viii

using many unpublished primary sources and published exposes
written by anti mormonscormons buerger traces endowment history from
its beginnings in 18311851 to the present day his narrative is specific
enough to offend the sensitivities of most devout mormonscormonsMormons de-
spite his disclaimers

all sacred texts and sacred ceremonies when they become
the object of historical analysis should be treated with delicacy
and care somewhat like cultivating a rare flower this care is
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necessary if understanding is to blossom in the hearts of readers
who cherish their faith or in the minds of others in terms that are
true to the nature of the subject matter buerger attempting to
speak through his sources some of which are openly antagonistic
to joseph smith and the ceremonies revealed through him fails to
pass the sensitivity test nevertheless basing his history on a pleth-
ora of documents many of which are restricted by the church
because of their sacred content and thus cannot be studied by gen-
eral researchers to determine their meaning veracity or historical
setting he does create an interesting narrative

buerger probes the kirtland ceremony as a precursor for
the more complete nauvoo temple ritual and he examines the in-
fluencesfluences of the book of abraham and the book of moses on the
endowment A large section in one chapter of his book is devoted
to masonic rites and the role they might have played in endowment
history moreover he particularparticularizesizes the contributions of brigham
young wilford woodruff david 0 mckay george FE richards and
gordon B hinckley to that which transpires in mormon temples

latter day saints and scholars alike will learn something new
by studying this relatively small volume using prose devoid of ran-
cor and sensationalism buerger utilizes minutes of schools of the
prophets first presidency letters and other primary sources to
provide some detail in the history of the development of temple
ceremonies including the seldom mentioned second anointingsanointings
ritual buerger discusses the meaning of many sacred symbols and
practices associated with temple worship david 0 mckay we
learn first explained the symbolism associated with the temple
clothing worn by faithful latter day saints buerger documents and
explains the origin of style changes in temple clothing however
the historical and religious setting and origin of this clothing is
glaringly absent from the pages of this book as is an explanation of
the significance such apparel has for endowed church members
buerger also informs us that early mormonscormons who were married
were expected to refrain from intimate relations ten days prior to
attending the temple unmarried mormonscormons were to refrain alto-
gether he documents too that many deceased women were
sealed to high church officials in the st george temple the his-
torical development of the ordinance of the washing of feet is also
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explained as is the background for the introduction of sophisti-
cated media in todays ritual

while there is much of value in this volume it is seriously
flawed buerger promises a history of mormon temple worship
but his focus is much more limited with emphasis on washings
anointingsanointings second anointingsanointings and washing of feet precisely those
things latter day saints believe are most private and thus should
not be discussed publicly at the same time he neglects other very
important aspects of temple worship 2 this exclusivity belies the
title and promise of the book those who study its pages willwin fail to
find anything regarding temple dedications solemn assemblies or
the experiences of those millions of mormonscormons who have partici-
pated in temple rites since 1842

the cover to cite the first example lacks taste and attempts to
titillate the eye it would be more appropriate for some slick maga-
zine or murder mystery than for a serious history of a sacred cere-
mony other weaknesses in the volume are of a more serious nature

in chapter one buerger argues that high priesthood origi-
nated in 1831 in the mind of sidney rigdon 2 buergers source
for this claim is the 1887 publication an address to all believers
in christ authored by david whitmer many years after the intro-
duction of the melchizedek priesthood better studies including
the writings of larry C porter conclude that joseph smith not
sidney rigdon introduced the melchizedek priesthood to latter
day saints 3 the description of the second anointing as performed
in temples today uses as a source a knowledgeable anonymous
individual 66 68 serious readers have no way of proving the
accuracy of the buerger account the author also contends that
following 1831 mormon theology became predestinarian 2

using a word that will puzzle most LDS readers participating in
sealing ordinances in latter day saint temples is not akin to being
predestined nor does the word adequately or accurately describe
the latter day saint theological concept of having ones calling and
election made sure the LDS idea of sealing buerger argues is not
totally congruent with new testament theology regarding sealing

there god is always the sealing agent whereas in mormonism a

human intermediary is introduced buerger fails to consider how
and why this difference came about for most latter day saints the
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ceremony draws believers to jesus christ buerger fails to explain
how or why sealing came to be at the center of temple worship

while he searches for antecedents to the temple ceremony in
freemasonry focusing on the signs tokens keywords and penal-
ties buerger does admit there was no wholesale borrowing of the
endowment from masonry he fails to acknowledge the unique
theological meaning and the religious and doctrinal content in
which they are embedded in the endowment he also ignores the
influence that biblical texts may have had on joseph smiths
temple thought there is as grant underwood and philip barlow
have shown an intense biblicism that undergirdsundergirds and pervades the
prophets thinking 4

furthermore buerger ignores the contributions of the book
of mormon to latter day saint temple worship several LDS schol-
ars have shown that there is more in the book of mormon about
temples and the endowment than a cursory reading might indi-
cate 5 their research leads the careful student to believe that
joseph smith learned much about temples as he translated ancient
texts and worked on his translation of the bible an exhaustive
study of the endowment must include a thorough study of all mor-
mon scripture

because of the books fragmentary nature the author does
not provide the reader with an understanding of the plan of salva-
tion that the ceremony is intended to convey nor does he clarify
why temple rites are the core of mormonism the building of tem-
ples is another significant part of temple worship which deserves
greater attention including site selection the laying of corner-
stones the placing of capstonescarstonescap stones and the sacrifices involved in con-
structingstruc ting these edifices

readers who wish to become more knowledgeable about the
historical development of the endowment ceremony itself willwin
probably learn something from reading the mysteries of godli-
ness however those who desire to understand the spiritual as-

pects of temple worship and the impact of temple ceremonies on
individual latter day saints will be disappointed with this treat-
ment of temple worship
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